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CD/DVD ROM, any USB media.
Internet Connection (Optional)
Microsoft Windows Installer 2.0

Operating Systems Supported :

Hardware Requirements : 

Requirement for all Installations : About 100 mb free space on the hard drive.

Processor 800 Mhz or higher, 512 MB available RAM. 

 Windows 7, Vista, XP

Utility Security Software

Walk away with USB key and ensure impeccable Data 
Security. A very simple solution for Data protection against (1) 
Data Deletion (2) Data Sabotage (3) Data Privacy (4) Data 
Leakage (5) Data Espionage.

This USB drive is shaped like a key meaning it fits onto 
any key ring. For those who have their flash drives in 
their computers most of the day, it may make the job of 
finding your keys easier. Those who lose their drives 
all the time will likewise be able to track it down 
because it will always be attached to a key ring.

One of the simplest and easiest way to walk away leaving your computer behind 
well protected with a message for the intruder. Just pull off your USB unique key 
for the PC to block all input / output devices rendering your computer to lock all 
resources which only open on inserting the USB Key. This feature comes very 
handy while you wish to be away from your computer / laptop for a short time.

Prevent opening /  Copying / Moving / Renaming / Deleting / Uploading of Folder 
Data. Again a sureshot way of restricting people to peek in or steal your valuable 
data while maintaining round the clock privacy.

Walk away with the USB key and ensure Wired / Wi-Fi Network Resource blocking. 
You virtually go invisible in the network stopping other users to have access to your 
Personal Computer / Laptop.

Lock your Network Accessibility.

All important files can be encrypted and also password protected making it 
impossible to read the data. The data can be decrypted on the destination (or your 
own PC) only by the use of Masterkey at the other end. A safe way of sending files 
over the internet.

Lock Your Folders

Lock Your Computer

File Encryption
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